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between Sopers Lane and the Conduit, and then only
in the rnorning,1 and at Bristol smiths were not to send
ironware through the town for sale in secret places, but
•either to sell ' in here howse opynlych' or else at their
assigned place by the High Cross, where also all strangers
coming with ' eny penyworthes yclepid smyth ware '
were to stand.2 The principle of segregation was carried
out still more strictly, as we might expect, in the markets.
A list of the stalls in the provision market at Norwich
in 1397 3 shows forty butchers' stalls together, followed
by forty-five fishmongers and twenty-eight stalls in the
poulterers' market, of which nine were used for fresh
fish ; then there were fifteen shops belonging to the
corporation in the wool-market, and the great building
of the ' Worthsted Celd', to which all worsteds sent in
from the country had to be brought.4 Other trades were
localized in the same way, and the two divisions of
leather-workers, the cordwainers and the workers of the
inferior c bazen' or sheep's leather, were bidden each
to keep to their own set of stalls to prevent confusion
and fraud.5
As the trades were kept each to its own district, so
was the craftsman restricted to his own trade. By a law
issued in 1364 artificers were obliged to keep to one
'mystery' or craft,6an exception being made in favour
of women acting as brewers, bakers, carders, spinners,
and workers of wool and linen and silk—the versatility
1 Rile/, Mems. of London, 392.
* Little Red Book of Bristol, ii, 182.
3	Norwich Recs., ii. 237.
4	Cf. Blackwell Hall in London, the sole market for ' foreign '
cloth.   Riley, Mems. of London, 550.
6 Liber Albus, ii. 444.	« Statutes, 37 Edw. III.

